EASA Certification Information

No.: 2011 - 08
Issued: 20 April 2011

Subject: Change of Type Certificate Holder / Withdrawal of Type Certificate for GAE50R engine model

Type Certificate No: Previously ACG Austria No. TW 055, now EASA.E.085

Product: Diamond Aircraft Industries AE50R series engines (AE50R, AE50RA, AE50RAB, IAE50R-AA)

Previous Holder of the Certificate: Diamond Aircraft Industries GmbH
N.-A.-Otto-Strasse 5
A-2700 Wiener Neustadt
Austria
DOA EASA.21J.052

New Holder of the Certificate: Austro Engine GmbH
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 11
A-2700 Wiener Neustadt
Austria
DOA EASA.21J.399

Background: The request by Diamond Aircraft Industries GmbH of the 24th of August 2009 to transfer its ACG Austria Type Certificate No. TW 055 has been accepted by EASA. In addition, Austro Engine GmbH has requested EASA to withdraw the Type Certificate of the GAE50R engine model in the context of the TC transfer mentioned above because it had never been produced and had not entered into service.

In accordance with the applicable EASA administrative procedures, upon acceptance of transfer, Austro Engine GmbH has endorsed all the responsibilities of the Type Certificate holder of the AE50R series engines as of the 4th of April 2011.

Consequence: ACG Austria TC No TW 055 has been cancelled. Therefore EASA becomes the primary certificating authority for the AE50R series engines.

EASA has issued Type Certificate EASA.E.085, replacing the ACG Austria TC No TW 055. The EASA TCDS can be found on the following website: http://easa.europa.eu/certification/type-certificates/engines.php

All non-EASA Aviation Authorities having Type Certificated AE50R, AE50RA, EA50RAB, IAE50R-AA and GAE50R products are invited to reissue their type certificates, or equivalent document, to reflect this TC transfer and the TC withdrawal of the GAE50R engine model.

1 EASA procedure PR.TOC.00001 on Transfer or surrender of a product certificate (http://easa.europa.eu/certification/docs/internal-working-procedures/PR.TOC.00001-%20Transfer%20of%20product%20certificate.pdf)
Contact: Any request, query or comment should be sent to:

European Aviation Safety Agency
Attn. Klaus Boewing
Postfach 10 11 53
D – 50452 Köln
E-Mail: klaus.boewing@easa.europa.eu